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SUEXICP: Conference of April 1)., 190ia .todetermine vhiCh 
frames in the Zapruder movies show the imaect 

On April 14, 1964, a conference vas held to determine 
which frames in the Zapruder film portray the instants at 
which the first and seccnd bullets struck. 

Present were: Col:mender Jerez J. Humes, Director 
of Ieboratoriera of the Naval Medioal School, Bethesda, 
Maryland; Conmender J. Thornton Boswell, Chief Pathologist, 
Bevel Medical School, Bethesda; Lt. Col. Pierre A. Elnick, 
Chief of Wound Ballistics Pathology Branch, Armed Forces 
Institute of Pathology; DT. r. W. Light, Jr., Deputy Chief 
of the Diophysics Division at Edaewood Areenala  Mhryland, 
and Chief of the Wound Assessment Branch of the Biophysics 
Division; Dr. Olivier,.CLief of the Wound Ballistics Branch 
of the Biophysics Division at Edaewoodatramal; Meoers. 
Malley, Gauthier, Shanvafelt, and two other unidentified 
agents of the FBI; Netters. Kelley and nowlett of the Secret 
Service; and Measra. Redlich?  Specter, and Eisenberg of the 
Commission staff. 

A screening wee held of the Zapruder ftha awl of 
slides pr tired by LIFE from the film. Each slide corres-
ponded with a separete frame of film, beginning with frame 171. 
The coosemus of the meeting was as follows: 

(c) The President had been definitely hit by 
frames  224-2a5, when he amerces from behind a sign with hie 
hande clutchiea at his throat. 

(b) The reaction shown in trues 22..25 nay have 
started at an earlier point--aoasibly as early as frame 199 
(when there amaaars to be some Jerkiness in his movement) 
or, with a hider dcaree of poesibility, at frames 204=06 
(where his xi t elbow appears to be raised to an artificially 
Lich position 

(c) If th& reaction did not begin at 199 or 204-04 
it probebly be during the range of frame during which 
the Proaident is hidden from Zaprudees canners by assign, 
namely)  frame 215-24. 
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(d) The President may have been struek by the 
Ant WISei.as =oh *a two seeded* Wore aor vtattlo remotieft 
began. In all likelihood, however, the maximum delaybetveen 
impact and reaction would be under one second, and it is 
possible that the reaction was instantaneous. Putting this 
in terms of frames, the President may have been struck as 
neigh as 36 frames before any visible reaction is seen. 
If the visible reaction beans at 199, the President Vasay 
have been struck as early as 163; if the visible reaction 
beans at 204-06, he nay have been struck as early as 168-170; 
if the visible reaction begins while the President is behind 
the sign, ha may have been struck as early as 179,188. 

(o) The velocity of the first bullet would have 
been little diminished by its passage through the President. 
Therefore, it Governor Connally was in the path of the bullet 
it woad have struck him and (probably) caused the vounds 
be sustained in his chest cavity. Strong indications that 
this occurred arcs provided by the facts that (1) the bullet 
recovered from Governor Connally's stretcher does not appear 
to have penetrated atvzist and (2) if the first bullet did 
not hit Governor Connally, it should have ripped up the car, 
but apparently did not. Since the bullet recovered from 
the GoVernorta stretcher does not appear to have peoletrated 
a wrist, if he was hit by this (the first) bullet, he ves 
probably also hit by the aeoond.bullet. 

(i') If Governor econally was hit by both the first 
and second_bulletey it is impossible to say definitively 
a 	point, t what point or by what point, he had been hit by the 
second bullet. 

(g) Governor Connally seems to straighten up at 
frames 2AT44 and maybe reacting to a vound at this point. 
(If so, it would be a meld from the first bullet.) 

(h) Governor Connally seems to begin Showing en 
expression_of anguish around 242. If he was hit with two 
bullets, this expression may have resulted frau his second 
wound.. 

(I) 
frames 224,26 
of this turn, 
in a position 

After Governor Connally straightened up at 
he starts a turn to the right. As a result 
at no time after frame 236 wan Governor Connally 
such that a bullet fired from the probable 
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site of the assassin would have caused the vound in the 
chest cavity which Governor Connally sustained,-that is, 
after frame 236, the Governor panted a side view to 
the assassin rather than a back view.*  

(j) It is not possible to say whether prior to 
236 Oovernor,Ccanally was ever in a position such that one 
bullet could have canoed the five wounds he sustained. 

(k) As in the case of the President, Governor 
Omnelly could hive conceivably been hit two seconds before 
be begins to react, but the maxim= likely time interval 
between bit and reaction is one second, and the reaction 
may have been instantaneous. The likelihood of an 
instantaneous reaction is particularly great in regard 
to the wrist vound,„ since pain is usually felt more 
quickly in a limb then in the torso. 

W. Specter disagrees 'with this, and feels the Governor 
was in position to receive the chest wound up to 242. 


